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January 3, 2020 

 

 Total Equity market of Thailand (SET) earned 1.02% excluding dividend in 2019. Even though, 

the market was flattish at the end of the year but SET had reached its peak at 1,740 or +11% YTD in early 

of July and then it turns upside down -10% in second half of the year mainly due to 1) weak export from 

strong THB relative to USD and CNY 2) weak domestic consumption from high household debt to GDP 

that reached nearly 80% in 2019 3) Earning revision in 2H19. while other market in advanced countries 

have spectacular return such as S&P 500 posted nearly 30% of return in 2020. We are delighted to inform 

our shareholders that SUNTI Capital made another year of superb return at 51.59% in 2020 but we did 

contemplate that we could have done better than this, there were several mistakes that hinder us from 

making far better return than this. 

 In 2019, we were not that bullish as in 2018 that we had equity on average of 78% throughout the 

year while held cash on average around 22% and only had leverage for 3 months or 7% of total capital. We 

continuously improve our sharpe ratio by adding the great performance in every year. We still have duties 

to manage our volatility in the future by sending it down below than 7% in the long-term and minimize 

maximum drawdown to lower than -10% in each year to stabilize our performance. 

We gradually liquidated Muangthai Capital PLC (MTC:TB) and Srisawad Corporation 

(SAWAD:TB) which were our best performers in 2019 because  

MTC: We do believe that MTC will experience slower growth particularly in operating profit and loan 

portfolio in 2019 on the basis that 1) source of incomes were undermined from regulatory risk. We would 

see that the impact of new issued personal loan license made interest rate yield declined from 23% to around 

22% due to the company has no right to charge prepayment fee any more. In addition, fee income also 

decreased from approximately 2% in 2018 to around 1.31% in the latest quarter since the company has 

changed late penalty fee structure from 7-9% of loan amount to fixed rate at 90 baht/contract for motorcycle 

loan and 190 baht/contract for other products. While we do believe that yield will be recovered in 2020 but 

not going back to the same level before new regulation was implemented. 2) Increasing of Operating cost 

from rapid network expansion to gain market share and raising incentive of collection team in order to 

control asset quality. Therefore, SG&A to loan portfolio soared to 10.2% in 3q19 and cost to income rise 

to 43.2% compared to 39% last year. 3) Valuation was quite demanding compared to its performance in 

2019. The financial performance in 2019 showed some sign of weakness, Pre-provision operating profit 

posted only 14.6%, 14.2% and 8.1% yoy growth in 1q19 to 3q19 while it nearly flattish in quarterly basis 

and declined qoq in 3q19. Thus, we sold it. 

Apparently, Mr. market didn’t seem to agree with us MTC’s price reached new high at 63.75 baht which 

we forgo more than 25% of return since we fully sold it.  

SAWAD: We sold it so early because of several reasons 1) Concentration risk in land for cash product and 

SME segment which we presumed that it accounted approximately 40% of total loan portfolio and the risk 

of having these kind of loan too much in portfolio is the liquidity risk when they need to liquidate the 

collateral in timely manner. We assume new loan growth contribution in 2019 mostly came from land for 

cash product and high-ticket size loan due to loan portfolio in BFIT, which is the lending vehicle company 

for small-size ticket loan (less than 10 million baht), didn’t increase in the same pace of total consolidate 

book grew. 2) we think that coverage ratio is not sufficient for IFRS9 implementation in 2020 with their 
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asset quality. 3) regulatory risk due to SAWAD has BFIT as lending vehicle for Auto-backed loan product 

which is operating under financial institution license issued by ministry of finance 8/2516 that allows the 

operator to charge interest rate and some penalty fee more than personal license for auto-backed loan that 

was issued by Bank of Thailand. We think as the supervisors shouldn’t let players operate under different 

rules. In case, they operated with same basis we see downside in fee income and interest rate yield.  

However, there were a lot of good figures that they have done such as the company is getting back on track 

on network expansion that they open 630 branches in 9 months of 2019 vs. 380 branches in total year of 

2018 after completion of transition period since 4q17. SAWAD reported promising growth in 2019 and we 

still believe that SAWAD’s financial performance will continuously improve for another year in 2020 if 

there will be no black swan events. In addition to those risk concerns above, we sold it because it reached 

fair value in 2019 according to our analysis which it turns out that we were wrong on fair value of the 

company in low-interest rate era. We missed another 30% of upside after we finally liquidated it. We sold 

it too soon!!!  

Lessons learned: Don’t sell the great company with great management team in the growing industry because 

it just reach the fair price in each year. The great company will thrive on growing business and consistently 

improving their operation which will enhance incremental value to firm even more than we could possibly 

think of.  

 In early of 1q19, we spotted the opportunity from regulatory change in bunker fuel market that is 

IMO2020 which they will enforce a new 0.5% global Sulphur cap on bunker fuel from current 3.5% limit 

in Jan 2020. We found that PRM will be a beneficiary from increasing of storage demand for low Sulphur 

components or ULSFO (0.1%-0.5%) to blend with high Sulphur fuel in order to comply with new standard 

in 2020 due to PRM has operated floating-storage unit business in Singapore and they are now expanding 

the fleet to meet those demand. After we contemplated, we decided to speculate on PRM based on 1) Oil 

Tanker business: we expect to see high growth in domestic route services relative to 2018 due to PRM plans 

to invest 6 new vessels in 2019 which 3 of them are replacement of old vessels and 3 vessels are fleet 

expansion. All new vessels will be received within first half of 2019. Currently, Domestic vessel contributed 

revenue per vessel around 80 million baht each year. We surmise that 3 new vessels will generate revenue 

at least 120 million baht in 2019 and the contract has already secured. 2) PRM will recognize full year basis 

of Big Sea which was acquired in 2nd half of 2018. After Big Sea acquisition, PRM’s market share 

increased from 32.9% in 2017 to 49.3% in 2018 for oil tanker domestic route. 3) FSU business: the company 

expects to expand another 2 VLCC vessels to capture new demand from IMO2020. 4) FSU business: 

Adjusting contract price of each vessel to increase by 10-20% to 2016-2017 level where revenue per vessel 

was round 400-450 million baht per year compares to 310 million baht per year in 2018. 

Since we finally accumulated position in PRM, the stock price rallied from 6 baht to 9 baht within 3 months 

due to the great financial performance that they delivered in 1q19 and 2q19. We completely liquidated this 

speculative position before 3q19 financial result announcement just because we think it was overpriced at 

that time and we think this windfall demand of floating storage business might not persist for the long term 

since the refinery company and onshore storage company will finally adjust their operation accordingly to 

new rule. Luckily, 3q19 financial performance wasn’t great as we expected due to they switched current 

client to other FSU vessels that made idle capacity in transition period. Revenue growth less than expected, 

GPM declined so net profit growth was not satisfied investor’s expectation. 

 Another opportunity we have found in 2019 is MCS steel company. MCS has several internal 

problems in the past 2 years from 1) key management Mr. Naiyaun Chi who is co-founder and CEO of the 

company resigned in late 2016 because of health problem 2) There were 3 CEOs have been changed in 
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2017 to replace Mr. Naiyuan Chi roles and no one could perform the jobs as Mr. Naiyuan Chi did. Changing 

3 CEOs in one year would undermine customer’s credibility so much and one of the key problems of those 

CEOs are they can’t speak Japanese. 3) No significant jobs awarded in 2018-2019 after Naiyaun Chi left 

and lastly MCS sold treasury shares of 27 million shares in 2018 in the market with realized loss of 154 

million baht to funding its business which I personally think it’s unnecessary to do so because the company 

is cash rich and has capability to finance its business via financial institutional loan. 

With all these problems, the reasons we believe MCS will turnaround in 2020 base on ideas that 1) Come 

back of Mr. Naiyuan Chi, he signed the management contract for 4 years for the transition period from 2019 

– 2022 or until the company can find the right one of CEO and president to replace his role. 2) Regaining 

customer’s credibility. MCS has been awarded around 135k tons of work exc. Additional works in Japan. 

This new high of backlog will be recognized since 2H19 and 2021. 3) Improving of GPM due to new 

projects are S graded work that required sophisticated and certified workers so the company can demand 

higher price than other projects. There will be no unprofitable jobs in 2020. 4) The company has strong 

balance sheet with healthy net cash position and decent dividend yield around 5-6% in 2020.  

Risk concerns about MCS are 1) Management risk that we might experience the same problems in the past 

2) Strong THB relative to JPY, MCS has 55-60% of net exposure to foreign exchange risk we did sensitivity 

analysis test that every 1% appreciation of THB relative to JPY will affect net profit around 2.7%. 3) 

Liquidity constraint: MCS is currently illiquid in trading volume thus we might face liquidity problem in 

case our investment thesis will be wrong. 

 In addition to the investment cases that we have discussed in this letter and on the website, we are 

exploring on several ideas to capture potential outperformers for the next year in order to deliver another 

satisfied result for our investors. We have missed a lot opportunity in 2019 which mostly came from our 

mental block and anchoring bias on valuation-wise in low-interest rate era such as COM7, JMT, TQM and 

others. For instance, COM7 is smartphone and gadget retailer that operates under brands Banana store, 

iStudio7 (Apple Authorized reseller in Thailand) and others. What makes this company so special is the 

great management team leading by Khun Sura Khanittaweekul. We got attention from the stock price 

plummet from 20 baht to 13 baht in early of 2019 due to Apple Inc. revised sales in 1q19 down to $84 bn 

from previous guidance of $89-$90 bn. Implied sale would decline -5% yoy in 1q19 due to new iPhone X 

didn’t really impress the market and Apple also indicated in the letter that iPhone upgrade wasn’t strong as 

the company anticipated. COM7 has 30-40% of total sale from Apple products. As the fact emerged, COM7 

reported strong growth in revenue of 13%, 18%, 15% and 14% in 4q18 to 3q19, respectively while net 

profit showed significant growth of 30% yoy on average of last 4 quarters. It clearly indicated that COM7 

wasn’t impacted as the market expected. As a result, COM7 rallied back from 13 baht to reach its peak at 

29.5 baht. We missed 127% of return in a year. 

 As an investor, we won’t promise that we will not make any mistake in the future. We knew that 

we will continuously commit the mistake but we can assure you that we will be wiser for the next problems 

and will be more resilient and open minded to both capture the opportunity as it prevails and minimize loss 

that could be harmful to the capital. We hope that 2020 will be another great year for SUNTI capital. 

 

 

Best regards, 


